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Your eye extension eye shadows were formulated to compliment your eye color. Bringing out the colors in your eyes makes 

them appear larger. For a complete makeup application, begin with any eye shadow base color and crease color you already 

own.  Then proceed with the directions below. 

Choose 3 of the following eye shadows that you see are in your eye: Blue Ice 1, Silver Grey 2, Twilight Blue 3, Blue 4, Spruce 

5, Hunter Green 6, Olive Green 7, Khaki Splash 8 or Gold Fleck 9. Brown Eyes use #6, 7, 8 or 9. 

Recommended eyeliner pencils: Slate gel pencil (blue eyes), Gravity (grey eyes), Snake (green), Quest (brown). 

 

1. Using a fluff brush, apply the 
lightest shadow to ¾ of your 
eyelid. Start from the outside 

and work inward. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
3.  Apply an eyeliner pencil to  ¾ 
of the top and bottom eyelid. If 
you prefer not to use a pencil, 

apply the darkest of the 3 shadow 
colors in the compact with a slant 

eyeliner brush.  Apply from the 

outside and work inward. 

2.   Using a fluff brush, apply the  
medium shade eye shadow color to 

your crease. Start at the outer 
corner of your crease and move 
the brush back and forth across 

your crease. Work from the 
outside inward.  Cover no more 

than ¾ of your crease. 

 
4. Using a fluff brush, apply the 
darkest eye shadow to the outer 
corner of your eye in a sideways 

“V” shape. Keep the color close to 
the outer corner of your eye and 

don’t extend it more than ½ of the 
way into your eye. For a smoky 

look, apply a little of the darkest 
color over your crease color and 

over your top and bottom eyeliner 

pencil. 

 


